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· The-c-ab· initio- selutic:,n of Schroedinger• s · _equation for the ,ground 
state properties of molecular systems has progressed rapidly in recent 
years. With the appearance of digital computers with larger memory 
units and faster cycle times quantum chemistry is assuming the status 
of an accurate mathematical science. However, since the labor involved 
in a calculation rises very rapidly as the number of electrons con-. 
sidered increases, analytic solutions are still confined to relatively 
small chemical systems and are still approximate at best. It is there-
fore of interest to seek approximate solutions of the Schroedinger 
equation which yield a maximum of accuracy and information with a mini-
mum of effort. The purpose of this study is to describe a calculational 
technique for obtaining approximate LCA0-~0 solution of the Schroedinger 
equation for sigma bonded systems and to apply the method in calcula-
tions of some of the ground states of hydrogen bonded systems as a 
test of its effectiveness. 
Review of Approximation Methods 
Attention is restricted here to methods falling within the frame-
work of LCAO~Mo formulations. These methods use approximations which 
can be loosely characterized as the choice of which electrons of a 
system are explicitly treated and the techniques of evaluating the one 
2 
and two electron interaction integrals which· arise. The large majority 
of these treat only pi electron systems or are extended to all V?lence 
shell electrons of every atom in the molecular system. All the methods 
discussed here use empirical data to some extent in the evaluation of 
integrals. 
•• Of the pi electron methods, the method formulated by Ruckel (1-3) 
in which no two electron interactions are explicitly considered and 
the method formulated by Pariser and Parr (4,5) and extended by Pople 
(6) for the pi electron systems of organic molecules are very successful 
in view of their simplicity in correlating and predicting pi electron 
properties at experimental geometries. Some of the features of these 
two methods are present in many of the widely used all valence electron 
methods. Very characteristic is the application of zero differential 
overlap (ZDO) in varying degrees when evaluating overlap and two e,.., 
lectron integrals. 
The extended Ruckel theory (EHT) introduced by Hoffmann (7) was 
an attempt to incorporate the sigma electronic systems of organic 
molecules into the calculations of molecular properties. Overlap inte .. 
grals were explicitly calculated while two electron integrals were 
ignored. When applied to a variety of hydrocarbons, the method yielded 
good qualitative results in the prediction of preferred geometries of 
both planar and non-planar molecules. 
The iterated extended Ruckel theory (IEHT) formulated by Rein, et. 
al. (8) attempted to correct the omission of two electron repulsions 
in EHT by assuming a linear dependence of the ionization potential of 
an atom on the net atomic charge. Ionization potentials·and dipole 
moments for sixteen molecules were reported and were judged to be in 
3 
satisfactory agreement with experiment. 
Three closely related methods were introduced by Pople and co-
workers (9-13) in an attempt to reproduce minimal bases Hartree-Fock 
results by semiempirical means·and were designed to apply to all 
molecular systems. The method of complete neglect of differential over• 
lap (CNDO) applied the ZDO approximation to overlap and two electron 
integrals, the method of intermediate neglect of differential overlap 
(INDO) allowed.one center exchange integrals into the calculational 
scheme·and the most complicated of the three schemes, the method of 
neglect of diatomic differential overlap (NDDO) neglects only those 
two electron integrals for which the distribution of either electron 
is a product of atomic orbitals centered in different atoms. 
Other all valence·electron methods·which have been proposed and 
applied have been the (modified INDO) MlNDO method of Dewar et. al. 
(21,22), the EMZDO (exchange modified zero differential overlap) method 
of Dixon (22), and the method of Klopmann (14-16), all of which corres-
pond roughly to the INDO method in terms of integral approximations, 
and the PNDO method of Dewar, et. al. (18-20) corresponding to a CNDO 
type of procedure. 
In contrast to these pi electron and all valence electron methods, 
Pohl et. al. (23) developed a se:miempirical method for sigma two e~ 
lectron systems in which no integral was neglected. It is the·exten-
sion and application of this method termed the RDAO method by Mickish 
and Pohl (26) which will be· of concern in this work. The RDAO method 
deviates from the trends of past formulations by treating only those 
electrons considered to be taking part in the bonding with no assump-
tion of ZDO, i.e., every integral appears explicitly. When applied to 
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the hydrogen halides (23,24), fair agreement with experiment was a~ 
chieved for bond energies, equilibrium bond distances, dipole moments, 
and vibrational force constants using a closed shell wave function (23) 
with even better agreement being obtained with the use of a split shell 
wave function (24). 'The method was applied to the interhalogens by 
Pohl and Raff (25) and to hydrogen bonded systems involving N, O, and 
F by Mickish and Pohl (26). 
Characteristics of Hydrogen Bonded Systems 
The hydrogen bond (referred to hereafter as the H-bond and symbol-
ized as X-H••Y) is a weak chemical association with an energy of form-
ation of an order of magnitude or more smaller than the usual chemical 
bond but has considerable effects upon the properties of substances in 
which it is found. Examples of affected properties are dielectric 
constants, boiling ant melting points, ferroelectric behavior, and 
infrared and Raman spectra (27). The importance of the H-bond in 
biologic systems is well illustrated by the fact tla t this is the 
chemical mechanism by this genetic information is stored in DNA (28). 
For purposes of characterization, the operational definition of 
Pimentel and McClellan (27) will be used: 
"AH-bond exists between a functional group X-H and an 
atom or a group of atoms Yin the same or a different mole-
cule when 
(a) there is evidence of bond formation, 
(b) there is evidence that this new bond linking X-H 
and Y specifically involves the hydrogen atom 
already bonded to X." 
With this definition several quantities present themselves as amenable 
to calculation; the binding energy of the formation of the complex, the 
alteration in the equilibrium geometry of the X-H bond, the alteration 
. in the potential energy surface of ~he proton upon formation of the H-
bond, and changes in the vibrational spectra of the proton. 
Previous Hydrogen Bond Calculations 
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_!he H-bond has been treated quantum mechanically using a variety 
of methods and approximations for a variety of specific systems. These 
treatments have ranged from purely empiric evaluations·of the proton 
potential (29-31) to highly sophisticated ab initio calculations such 
as those undertaken by Clementi (32,33) and Clementi and Gayles (34) 
for the reaction 
-+ 
NH3 + HCl + NH4 Cl 
and some perturbation calculations-on a model system (35,36) and on 
+ Li-H· •Li (37). 
Studies using valence bond (VB) wavefunctions have been confined 
to four electron models for the H-bond and have dealt for the most 
part with the 0-H··O system (38-43). A semi-empiric valence bond study 
was performed by Coulson and Danielsson (38) to estimate the contribu-
' tions of various resonance structures in the 0-H· ·O system, Tsumobura 
(39) used an analytic VB method to study the delocaliza tion · energy, and 
McKinney and Barrow (40) used a VB wave function assuming the-electronic 
potentials to be square wells obtaining a double well potential for the 
motion of the proton. Hasegawa et. al., (41-43) performed a non-
empirical VB calculation on the 0-H·,O system using the same approxima-
tions as an earlier MO calculation by Weissmann and Cohen (44) to study 
the proton potential, shifts in the 0-H equilibrium distance and 0-H 
vibrational frequencies, and the ionic defects in water and ice. 
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The bulk of quantum mechanical calculations on H-bonded systems 
have used the MO formulation to quantitatively examine such properties 
as binding energies, geometries, dipole moments, proton potentials, and 
infrared spectral shifts upon the formation of theJI~bond in many 
systems. Paoloni (45) made a qualitative study of the 0-H··O bond dis-
cussing the dependence of the energy of bond formation upon hybridiza-
tion of the basis set orbitals. Qualitative examinations of polariza-
tion energies in H20, HF, H2s, and HCl were performed by Fischer-: e 
Hjalmars and Grahn (46,47). Weissmann and Cohan (44) used a four e-
lectron model of the H bond in the water dimer with the other valence 
shell electrons considered as static charge distributions. 
All valence electron ab initio calculations (32-33, 48-58) have 
been performed for ionic (strong) (48-49, 50, 53, 54) and uncharged 
(weak) (32-33, 50, 52, 55-58) systems for wave functions, equilibrium 
geometries, binding energies, and spectroscopic properties. The 
systems treated have generally been relatively small, e.g. (H20)2 (49, 
50, 56, 57) and (HF2)- (48, 51). 
Of greater significance to this study are the semi-empirical cal~ 
culations that have appeared within the past ten years as these are the 
works most readily comparable to results reported here. Of particular 
interest are some of the CND0/2 (59-61) calculations on dimer and 
mixed dimer systems. Hoyland and Kier (59) treated the preferred con-
formation, binding energies, and monomer separations obtaining good 
results for dimers of water, annnonia, ammonium ion and methyl-ammonium 
ion water systems, methanol, and hydrogen flouride. Less satisfactory 
results were obtained for formic acid and acetic acid while considera~. 
tion of hydrogen cyanide produced complete failure. Kollman and Allen 
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(60) used the CND0/2 method on dimers and polymers involving hycfrogen 
flouride, water, and annnonia for selectim of conformations of the 
dimers, binding.energies, and vibrational force constants. More·compli-
cated NDDO calculations produced markedly worse result:s. Sabin (61) 
attempted to extend the CND0/2 formalism to the hydrogen sulfide dimer 
obtaining a binding energy much larger than experiment and an S··S 
distance nruch too small. Sabin at the same time performed an ab initio 
calculation which gave much·better predictions of both quantities. 
Other semiempirical calculations have been made onwater by Rein, et. 
al., (62) using the IEHT method in which no dimer stability was found 
_and Murthy and Rao (63) using the EHT and CND0/2 methods to compute 
proton potential curves and binding energies. 
The largest systems involving H bonds treated with semiempirical 
systems have been the Pariser-Parr-Pople calculations N-H··N and 0-H •• N 
H-bonds in the quanine-cytosine base pair in DNA by Harris and Rein 
(64-66) and the extension by Lunnel and Sperber (67) to the H-bonding 
in the adenine-thymine, adenine-cytosine, and quanine-sytosine base 
pairs. A model using the pi-electrons and the four electrons of each 
H-bond was asst.1II1ed to study the-electronic structures, potential energy 
surfaces of the protons, tunneling of the protons, and tautomeric 
equilibria. 
Problem Definition 
The RDAO calculations by Miokish and Pohl (26) on the 0-H·~O, 
N_-H· •N, F-H· °F::systems utilized a four electron model for the H-bond 
with·an SCF-LCAO-MO wave function. Experimental dimer separations were 
·assumed for the X••X distance and the potential energy·of the proton 
was calculated around the X·H equilibrium point. From these curves 
good correlation with experimental results was obtained for binding 
energies, X-H separations with and without conditions of H-bonding, 
and vibrational force constants. 
Because of the success of these calculations, the semiempirical 
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SCF · calculations will be here· extended by calculating the binding 
energies as a function of X••X separation and extending attention also 
to the mixed systems X-H··Y with the inclusion of the third row elements 
P, S, and Cl. Potential curves for the proton motion will be calculated 
and from these binding.energies as a function of X··Y separations, x ... H 
equilibrium distances, and vibrational force constants will be derived 
and compared with experiment. 
In addition to these computations, the problem will be reformulated 
by use of a split shell wave function to determine if there is any im-
provement in results. The split shell wave function, first utilized by 
·coulson·and Fischer (68) in their work on the H2 molecule, allow e-
lectrons with opposite spins to occupy different molecular orbitals if 
this is energetically preferred by·the system. This·allows the dis-
sociation·of the molecular system into neutral atoms·whereas the closed 
shell forces a dissociation into ionic parts·a large·separations of the 
cores. Besides the work of Harris and Pohl (24) on the hydrogen halides 
the split shell function has been used by Harris, et. al., (69) in their 
work on the reaction potential surface of H3 • 
A third and final part of the problem is to attempt an analytic 
RDAO approach to FH in which the valence shell electrons not partici-
pating in the bond are considered as static charge distributions after 
the manner of Weissmann and Cohan (44). If results are deemed favor-




THE RDAO METHOD AND SEMI-EMPiRIC 
INTEGRAL APPROXIMATIONS 
In this chapter the RDAO method will be described and the necessary 
equations developed for the application of the SCF closed shell and the 
split shell wavefunctions to .the four electron, three center H-bonded 
system. In addition, the semiempiric approximations for the RDA0-1 
calculations will be given. 
LCAO-MO Variational Solution of the 
Schroedinger Equation 
The non-relativistic quantum mechanical calculation of the ground 
state properties of a molecular system demands the solution of the time-
independent Schroedinger equation 
A 
H'!' = e: '!' 
0 0 0 
'!' is a function of the 3N space and N spin coordinates of the N 
0 
electrons and the hamiltonian operator His the sum of one electron 
kinetic energy and nuclear attraction operators and the electron-
electron repulsions, 




where the electronic quantities are labeled by lower case latin inlices 
and the nuclear quantities by greek indices. Equation (2) is written in 
the atomic system of units for which h =me= JeJ = 1. Zy is the 
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positive nuclear core-core charge in units of !el. These units will be 
used throughout unless otherwise specified. 
Equation (1) is actually an approximation to the full problem since 
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation has been applied in order to separate 
the solution of the electronic wavefunction from the nuclear wave-
function. The nuclear coordinates then appear in the wavefunction 1 
0 
as parameters. The total energy of the system in this approximation is 
E = (3) 
where 1\o is the separation between nucleu Y and o. 
The wavefunction f 0 is constrained to be finite and continuous in 
the 3N electron coordinate space and must also be antisymmetric under 
the interchange of any two electrons in order to conform to the permu-
tational invariance of the hamiltonian operator and to satisfy the Pauli 
principle. These requirements can be satisfied by a wavefunction which 
is a linear sum of determinants of one electron functions 
where the coefficients {c1} are pure numbers and each n1 is a deter-
minant of N linearly independent on electron spin orbitals, e.g. 
"1 (2) "2(2) 
= 
).. l (N) ).. 2 (N) • • • • AN (N) 
where the electron coordinates have been indicated by the index of 
(4) 
(5) 
that particular electron. In principle, f may be found exactly as an 
0 
expansion in a complete set of these determinants but in practice is 
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approximated by a finite sum of the determinants considered to make the 
most important contributions. 
A molecular spin orbital X. is ·composed of a purely spacial func-
. l. 
tion iµi multiplied by one of the spin functions a or e; 
"i = ijlia, M = +! or s 2 
1 
>... = wie' M = l. s 2 
The spacial molecular orbitals (MO's) are written as linear combina-
tions of atomic orbitals (LCAO's) 
= }:l c. x µ= 1.µ µ 
(6) 
(7) 
With this form for the wavefunction, equation (1) is solved by the 
application of the variational theorem. A trial wavefunction ~ is 
chosen which contains a number of variable parameters. These parameters 
are varied until a minimum value for the electronic energy e: is found 
where e: is given by 
e: = (8) 
The variational theorem then says that this minimum value of e: forms 
an upper bound for e: • 
0 
The RDAO Method 
The application of the ab initio Hartree~Fock LCAO-MO formulations 
to molecular systems is beset with the well known difficulties of the 
evaluation of multicentered integrals, number of integrals needed and 
the size ·of the matrices to be diagonalized in the solution of the 
secular equation. The all valence electron methods described in Chapter 
I have dealt with the first two of these difficulties by semiempiric 
evaluation of the integrals involved and by application of the ZDO 
assumption to reduce the number of integrals but do nothing about the 
third complication. 
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The RDAO method reduces the problem by reducing the number of e-
lectrons explicitly considered to be forming the bond with just enough 
basic AO's to form the necessary MO's. Since the number of integrals 
involved varies approximately as n4, the number of two electron in-
tegrals, where n is the number of basis AO's, a reduction in the number 
of basis AO's results in a much larger reducticn in the number of in-
tegrals. It also reduces the size of the matrices in the eigenvector-
eigenvalue problem. 
The diatomic molecule FH provides an example of these reductions. 
In the RDAO treatment two basis AO's would be used, one centered on F 
and one, on H. This gives 2 x 2 matrices in the SCF secular equation 
with z4 two electron integrals to be considered. In an all-valence 
electron scheme there would be eight electrons in the problem with at 
least 4 basis AO's centered on F and one on the proton. There would 
then be 5 x 5 matrices in the SCF secular equation with 54 two electron 
integrals to be considered. 
To reduce the number of electrons explicitly considered the hamil-
tonian and the wavefunction are required to implicitly reflect the in-
teractions with the rest of the electronic system. Regarding these 
other electrons merely as reductions of the nuclear charge is obviously 
insufficient for then a single hamiltonian operator could be written for 
a large number of systems, e.g. the FH and H2 molecules would have the 
same hamiltonian. An unrestricted variational solution would then give 
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a single description for a great many molecular systems. 
The RDAO wavefunction is constrained by choosing the AO' s used to 
construct the MO's and then holding them fixed throughout the calcula-
tion, i.e. the set of coefficients {c. } are the only parameters sub~ 
1µ 
jected to the variation. The AO's are chosen to reflect the atomic 
environment of the electron contributed to the bond, e.g. approximations 
to the Hartree-Fock AO's. This constraint on the basis AO's provides 
the name of this method, the method of Restricted Domains of Atomic 
Orbitals. 
The electronic core potentials are the parts of the hamiltonian 
which contain the interactions of the bond electron with the remaining 
parts of the atom. In the semiempirical formulation of the method, the 
explicit specification of the core potentials can be avoided as shown 
in a later section of this chapter. The analytic formulation does not 
allow this simplification. In this study the remaining valence shell 
electrons will be assumed to be static charge distributions given by 
the occupation of appropriate valence shell Aous. 
Another feature of the RDAO method is to provide for a variation 
of the shielding of the core charges with varying core-core separations 
in the calculation of core-core repulsion energies. This provides for 
the lessened shielding of the core charge under penetration of the sur-
rounding charge cloud. 
The general features of the RDAO method besides those possessed by 
any LCAO.;.MO method as described in the prece.ding section may be sum-
marized as below. 
1. Only bonding electrons are explicitly treated. 
2. All integrals involving bonding electrons are explicitly 
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evaluated. 
3. The AO's are chosen prior to the variation procedure and are 
then held fixed. The parameters varied are the coefficients of the AO's 
in the MO's. 
4. The electronic core potentials reflect the interactions with 
the remaining electrons of the atom. 
5. Core-core interactions may include shielded potential terms 
for small internuclear distances. 
The Model For The Hydrogen Bond 
A four electron model was used for the calculation of ground states 
properties of the hydrogen bonded systems X-H• ~Y where X and Y are 
highly electronegative atoms in the second and third rows of the peri-
odic table. A linear geometry was assumed for the atomic core con-
figuration with the line joining the three centers being taken as the 
Z-direction. One electron was assumed to be contributed by center X to 
the bond, one by the hydrogen atom, and two from a lone pair of e-
lectrons on center Y. 
One AO was assigned to each of the centers X and Y and were con-
structed to qe tetrahedral hybridizations of ZS and 2pz or 3S and 3pz 
orbitals of the form first proposed by Slater (70) and Zener (71). 
These orbitals have the form 
(9) 
where N is the normalizing constant, n* has the function of being the 
principal quantum number and Y1 is the spherical harmonic. n* and~ 
are evaluated according to the rules fonnulated by Slater. For the 
16 
case here, 
X200 = Xzs = N28re 
-z;;r 
X300 = X3s = 
2 -z;;r N38r e 
-z;;r (10) 
XzlO = Xzpz = N re cos\) 2pz 
X310 x3pz = N 
2 -z;;r 
3pz re cos v 
The tetrahedrally hybridized orbitals used to construct the electronic 
wavefunction have the form (73) 
= ' !.( x + v'3 x ) 
2 ns npz (11) 
The hydrogenic ls AO was used to describe the hydrogen center in 
the SCF calculations with the 2pz function being added to the basis set 
for the split shell computations. This last function was added in 
order to be able to construct the four linearly independent MO's re~ 
quired by the split shell formulation. 
The schematic of core configurations and AO's is shown in Figure 1 
along with the indexing of AO's and internuclear distances used. Center 
X will always be indexed as 1, H as 2, and Y as 3. 
The hamiltonian operator for this system is 
where V1(i), v2(i) and V3(i) are the potential energy operators of 
electron i with repsect to center X, the proton, and center Y. The 






















The total energy of the X-H··Y system is 
E = (15) 
where e: is the electronic energy found in the variational calculation 
and VYo is the repulsion energy of cores y and o. For a fixed value of 
RX··Y this energy E becomes the potential energy for the motion of the 
proton and the potential energy well for the proton is obtained by 
plotting the values of Eat various values of Rx-H· The equilibrium 
value if Rx-His then obtained by locating the minimum in the potential 
well. 
The maximum binding energy for the X-Hi•Y complex is obtained as a 
function of Rx~ ~Y by calculation of 
!:IE = E - E 
'O 
at the equilibrium values of Rx-H where E0 is the equilibrium total 
(16) 
energy for an infinite value of Rx,.y• If binding is predicted to occur 
then a plot of !:IE against Rx .. y will give another well. The equilibrium 
'value of RX,,Y will occur at the minimum of the well and the maximum 
binding energy of the complex will be given by the well depth. 
Since the potential energy for the linear motion of the proton is 
known, the force constants for the stretching vibration of the proton 
can be obtained by assuming a parabolic approximation to the proton 
potential well around the equilibrium point, 
v = i ( Ro ) 2 ~kx-H·•Y ~-H - X-H (17} 
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0 where Rx-H is the equilibrium value of Rx-H for a constant Rx~,Y· 
This force constant is related to the proton vibrational frequency at 
vanishingly small amplitudes by 
k = -2 2 5.8883 x 10 µ w · . e (18) 
whereµ is the reduced mass of the X-H system, k is in units of dyne/ 
cm and we has units of cm-1 (94). The proton frequency at finite ampli-
tudes decreases slowly from the value given by Equation (18) as an-
harmonic potential energy terms become more important. The experimental 
anharmonic frequency is obtained as the frequency of the IR radiation 
emitted or absorbed when the vibrator undergoes a transition from one 
energy state to another consecutive energy states. 
In the case of the X-H··Y complex, there are three normal modes of 
vibration. One mode is the linear translation of the system as a 
whole, one is a slow vibration of the outer, massive X and Y centers 
with the proton vibrating in phase with X, and the third one is a 
faster vibration in which most of the energy of motion is associated 
with the proton. It is this third mode that corresponds with the 
force constant in Equations (17) and (18), the energy in Equation (15), 
and the IR spectra of the proton and which will be of interest in this 
study. 
Self Consistent Field Formulation 
In the SCF formulation the wave function in Equation (4) is a single 
determinant of molecular spin orbitals. Each MO occurs twice in the 
determinant, once with spin a and once with spin ~' i.e., each MO is 
occupied by two electrons. This defines the "closed shell" configura-
tion. The trial wave function is therefo:i;e 
where A is the·antisymmetrizer and is given by 
ft= 1. p 7':"!':"'N E(-1) P VN:; p 
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(20) 
where Pis a pennutation operator acting on all space and spin coordi-
nates of all N electrons described by the function '¥. Unless otherwise 
stated when a product of (spin) orbitals is written as in Equation (19) 
with electron indices missing, it is to be taken t'o mean that electron 
1 occupies the first (spin) orbital, electron 2 the second (spin) 
orbital, etc. It will also be taken to mean that when the spacial 
orbitals and spin functions are grouped separately the spin function 
written first will belong with the first spacial orbital, etc., '¥, 
for example, then is denoted alternatively as 
'¥ = }4-{iJJlai/)181/J2mjJ28} 
= }4,{1/J11/J11/J21/J2aBaB} 
(21) 
The two one-electron MO's are written as linear combinations of 




with the set of coefficients {c. } being the parameters varied to find 
1µ 
the lowest energy. 
The variational problem is solved self-consistently using the pro-
cedure of Roothaan (73). An initial set of coefficients {c. } is 
1.µ 
chosen and used to calculate the Hartree-Fock hamiltonian matrixf 
whose elements are given by 
where 
and 
f = h + E P [(µvlap) -~(µpjav}] µv µv a,p ap 
(µvjap) 






x*(i) h(i) x (i) d1. 
µ v l. 
The integrals in Equations (24) and (25) are carried out over all 
space and the summation in Equation (26) is over the occupied MO' s 
only. 







is then solved for a new set of coefficients where (l is the matrix 
of coefficients, E'. is the matrix of the orbital energies of the MO' s 
and is diagonal, and $ is the AO overlap matrix defined by 
s = J x*(i) x (i) d •. µv µ v 1. (28) 
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The new set of coefficients is used to make a better guess for the 
wavefunction, a new ;f computed, etc. This iterative procedure is re-
peated until the initial wavefunction at the start of a cycle converges 
to the wavefunction obtained at the end of the cycle within the desired 
limits. The electronic energy Eis then calculated to be 
(29) 
Split Shell Formulation 
The split shell wavefunction is constructed to have the same 
symmetries as the closed shell function but to also allow each electron 
to occupy a different MO if this.is energetically preferable. Lz, the 
z component of the total orbital angular momentum, is zero since the 
four MO's are constructed of AO's which have a z component of zero. 
Now, however, a single determinent such as in Equation (19} is no 
longer an eigenfunction of the square of the total spin when all four 
MO' s are allowed to be linearly independent. In fact, the closed shell 
function is shown below to be a special case of the split shell 
fitnction. 
The one-electron orbitals are again constructed as LCAO's 
ljli = 
The wave function is then 
4 





where(!!}is the spin £unction constructed such that its eigenvalues for 
s2 arrl Sz are zero. This spin function is constructed with the use 
of Lowdin' s projection operator method (74) and is shown in the 
Appendix to be 
(32) 
where{g) 1 and{g)z are two Iinearly independent spin functions for which 
+ 
the eigenvalues of s2 and Sz are O. d1 and d2 are numerical coeffic-
ients which fonn part of the set of parameters varied to find the 




+ 88a.a.) 1 = 3(a.a.8~ - 6(a.8a.8 +Ba.Ba.+ a.BBa. + Sa.~8) 
(33) 
@2 1 + Ba.Ba.) 1 = 3(a.8a.8 - -(a.a.BB + BBa.a. +a.Sea.+ ea.a.8) 6 
Substituting Equations (32) into (31) gives 
(34) 
where{E)l and@ 2 are given by (33). From (33) and (34) it is easily 
seen that under any of the three c.onditions <j>l = <t> 2 and <t> 3 = <I> 4 or 
<1> 1 = <t> 3 and <t> 2 = <1> 4 or <t> 1 = <1> 4 and <1> 2 = <1> 3 , reduces to a single 
determinant of the form (23). 
Since the anti-synunetrizer is a linear operator the wave function 
~ is a sum of determinants of molecular spin orbitals and the varia-
tional problem cannot be solved with a self-consistent field method. 
The wave function (34) was therefore converted to the equivalent 
valence bond (VB) function. The beginning point of the transfonnation 
is to use (30) to write the product of MO's as 
= 
4 
~ c c c c x x x x µ,v,cr,p 1µ 2v .3cr 4p µ v cr p (35) 
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and substituting this•expression into the right hand side of (34) to 
·obtain 
(36) 
This wave function has now been written as a linear sum of detenninants 
of atomic spin orbitals. (36) is rewritten as 
= 
(37) 
where the {by} are the variational parameters and are functions of the 
sets {clµ} and {dr~ and r is the total number of independent valence 
bond functions. 
To·complete the transformation the specific functions'¥ and the 
y 
transformation between the sets of coefficients must be determined. 
From Equations (34) and (35) it is seen that the transfonnations 
between the sets of coefficients are:of fifth order.and as such would 
be extremely difficult to solve. Since one-electron properties are not 
of interest here the transformations will not be solved. The set of VB 
· functions {1j)y} are deduced by at'.gtJ.1\1ents below. 
A change of notation will be performed to one which will be more 
convenient to work with both algebr~ically and in writing the later 
computer program. A determinant of AO spin orbitals will be·written as 
(µvqp) where AO is indicated by its index and the spin function be-
longing to the AO by a bar over the index if ~s = - 1/2. With this 
notation, for example, 
al{x x x x aaaa} = (µvcr11) ;rr- µ:v a P (38) 
····---·~ 
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Further, the·appropriate permutation will be applied to,each determinant 
such that the spin appearing in the second and fourth columns·of the 
determinant will be6. The determinant (µvcrp) is then written as 
-(µavp). Using (33), the two general valence bond functions in (37) 
are·then 
lr ( - -) . ( - -) J 1[ ( - "'") - 3'- µcrv.p + vµpcr · + 6 µawi. 
- ~[ (µv~p) + (crµpv) J 
- l + (µvpo) 
- tE. (µvcr;,-) 
- (µvpcr) 
+ (crµpv) 




It is clear that no AO can appear more than twice in a single 
determinant since the value of the determinant would then be zero, i.e., 
two columns would be identical. Further, if an AO does appear twice 
the associated spins mu.st be antiparallel. The only determinants which 
appear thep., are of the types (µ,:lcr·c!' )., (µµcrp), or (µvcrp) or any permuta-
tions of these where the indices are assumed to all be different. 
For the case·where there are only two unique AO's in the VB 







{(µµda) for v=µ, p=cr 
O Otherwise 
{ ( µµcrEY) for p=µ, v=o.-
O Othei:wise 
(40) 
so that the VB function in this case has the form (µµo:a). Similarly 
for the VB functions which contain three di·fferent AO I s, (39) reduce 
to VB functions of the form 
1/Jl' 2 = k2 (µµcrp) + (µµpo) J 
.µµcrp (41) 
or zero. Equations (39) cannot be simplified further when four 
distinct AO's appear. 
The number of VB functions can be determined with the following 
simple combinatorial arguments. There are four independent AO's 
from which 12 VB function of the form (µµvv) can be made since there 
are 4 ways of choosing the first AO and then 3 ways of choosing the 
second. Only six of these determinants are unique since (µ~v~) is 
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the same as (vvµµ). Likewise, there are 4 x 3 x 2 or 24 determinantal 
functions with 3 distinct AO's but only 12 unique functions of the type 
t( (µµcrp) + (µµpcr)] •. Again there are 24 determinants which can be made 
from 4 different AO's but only 12 functions of the type [(µvcrp) + 
(vµpcr)] • There will only be three unique functions of this type since 
[(µvo:p) + (vµpcr)] = [(crpµv) + (po'vµ)] 
- [(µpcrv) + (pµvcr)] - [(crvµp} + (vcrpµ)] 
With these three functions only two linearly independent VB functions 
as (39) can be constructed. There are, then, 20 VB functions in the 
basis set. There are listed in Table I. 
Using the wave function developed above, the eigenvectormeigenvalue 








z:ff SPLIT SHELL BASIS FUNCTIONS 
1/11 = (1122) 
1/12 = ![(1123) + (1132)] 
1/13 = ~[(1124) + (1142)] 
W4 = (1133) 
1/15 = ~[(1134) + (1143)] 
lj,6 (1144) 
1/17 = ![(2213) + (2231)] 
1/18 = ~[(2214) + (2241)] 
1/19 = (2233) 
1/110 = t[c2234) + (2243)] 
1/111 = (2244) 
1/112 = ~[(3312) + (3321)] 
lj,13 = ![(3314) + (3341)] 
1/114 = ~[(3324) + (3342)] 
1/115 = (3344) 
1/116 = ~[(4412) + (4421)] 
$17 = t[<4413) + (4431)] 
$18 t[(4423) + (4432)] 
lj,19 - ~[(1324) + (3142)] - t[(1234) + (2143) - (1243) - (2134)] 
1/120 = t[(1234) + (2134)} + t[(1324) + (3142) + (1243) + (2134) J 
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where each integration is over the whole space of the electron and His 
the hamiltonian operator defined by (12). The lowest eigenvalue of 
this secular equation is then the ground state electronic energy. 
To·evaluate (42) and (43) it is necessary to evaluate the overlap 
and hamiltonian operator integrals between two determinants of the form 
(µvdp)." Elements of ft' and fi will then be appropriate sums of these 
terms. 
For the overlap between two general determinants, 
<(µvap) I (enxX)> = <ft{µvcrp} lfrhnxn> 
= <µvcrpj/4TJf'{e~xX}> 
(44) 
since the antisymmetrizer has the property that II/- = vNf .r} . Using 
(20) and integrating over the spins 
<(µvop)j (enxX)> = 
= S S S S, - S S S S µe vn ax pl µe vl ox~n 
(45) 
s s s s + s s s s µx ~n a£ pl µx vl ae· pn 
wheres is the·overlap between x and x, etc. 
µE µ E 
In a completely similar manner as above the matrix element cf the 
hamiltonian operator between two determinants becomes 
<(µvor5>IH[(erixX>> - <x· xx x [H[x xx x xx xx - µ v a p e n x 1 - e 1 x n 
(46) 
The hamiltonian is now written as the sum of two operators 
where 
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"O 4 H = .rl h(i) (47) 1.= 
and 
" 
4 1 H' = r (48) i<j r .. 
l.J 
A single term in (46), e.g., <x xx x IHlx xx x > then becomes 
µ v a p E n x ~ 
<xµxvxaxplii0 lxe?nXxX;>/ + <xµxvxaxplH' lxe\lxxx> • (49) 
Substituting (47) into the first term of the last expression, 
4 
<xµ(l)xv(2)xa(3)x/4) li~l h(i) lx/1)\,(2)xx(3)xA (4)> 
h s s s + s h s s + s s h s 
µE vn ax pA µE vn ax PA µE vn ax PA 
+ s s s h 
µE vn ax PA 
(SO) 
where h = <x lhlx > 'etc. For the second term in (49), using the µE µ E 
notation of (25), 
= (µElvn)s s, + (µEjax)s s + (µEjpA)s s ax PA vn PX · vn crx 
(51) 
+ s (vnlax)s, + s (vnlpA)s + s a (crx[PA) µE · PA µE · ax µE vn 
Once the single particle overlap, hamiltonian matrix elements and 
two electron integrals have been specified, the four~electron overlap 
and hamiltonian matrix elements between any two VB functions can be 
easily calculated. 
Semi-Empiric.Integral Approximations 
In these semiempirical calculations, the only quantities obtained 
analytically from the basis AO's were the overlap integrals s 
µv 
between two AO's X and X am the one-center nuclear attraction 
µ v 
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ingetrals. The overlap integrals were calculated by the fonnulae given 
by Mullikan, et. al., (77) for overlaps among ls, 2s, 2p, 3s and 3p 
Slater orbitals after the corrections according to Mullikan (78) 
were applied. 
x (i)x (i) 
The one-center nuclear attraction integrals J ·. µ R µ . d,i are 
iµ 
easily evaluated by substituting the general form of the Slater 
orbital as given by (9) into the experssion and carrying out the 
indicated integration over all space it is seen that 
X (R) x(R) 
J µ.. µ d,. = £ R . n 
where z; is the Slater coefficient in the exponential argument of . 
The general element h' of the one particle hamiltonian matrix 
µv 




where the last term merely cancels with the same term which occurs in 
the sum over the atomic centers. 
The individual iqtegrals were evaluated semiempirically using 
the following approximations. For x being any other AO except the 
\) 
one on center 3, the lone pair orbital, 
<µl-~v2 + v Iv>~ - Is 
v v.µv 
(55) 
the approximation used by Pohl, Rein and Appel (23) in their work on 
the hydrogen halides where I is the experimental valence state 
v 
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ionization potential of the v th center. When Xµ is identical to xv, 
i.e. Sµv = 1, this reduces to 
<vl-~v2 + v Iv> = - I v v (56) 
the approximaticn used by Goeppert-Mayer and Sklar (79) on the benz 
ring and by a great many authors since,for singley ionized atoms. 
In the case where v = 3, i.e. the lone pair AO, a term was added to 
take account of the higher nuclear attraction. Tiie approximation used 
was 
(57) 
after the work of Mickish and Pohl on 0-H··O, N-H··N, and F-H··F (26). 
For µ = 3, Equation ( 5 7) becomes 
(58) 
which is the approximation for lone-pair orbitals used by Rein and 
Harris in their work on the N-H··N bond in the guanine-cytosine base 
pair (65). 
Equations (55) and (56) imply an eigenvalue equation 
2 
(-~V + V) X =EX . v v v v 
(59) 
where E is the energy of the·electron in the isolated atom in its v 
valence state. For an atom contributing one electron to the bond this 
energy is taken to be the negative of the energy necessary to just 
remove the electron from the atom, i.e., -Iv. For the lone pair of 
electrons -Ev is interpreted to be the ionization potential of the 
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electron minus the coulomb interaction with the other electron o~cupy-
ing the orbital. 
The remaining potential terms in Equation (54) were evaluated with 
the use of Mullikan's approximation (79) which replaces the electronic 
distribution XX by \S (x x +xx) •. For the three center integral 
µ v µv µ µ v v 
the application of this approximation yields 
(60) 
Each of the two center terms on the right hand side of Equation (60) 
was approximated to be 
z 
<µlvylµ> ~ <µI - ....r._lµ> 
R . 
y1 
~ - ZyiRyµ 
where Z is the formal charge on center y and R is the separation 
y yµ 
between centers Y and µ. 
(61) 
The two center integrals such as <µIV I >·and <µIV Iv> were also 
v v µ 
subjected to the Mullikan approximation and were evaluated as 
<µIv Iv>.~ ~s [<µIv Iµ>+ <vlv Iv>] v µv v v 
and 
<µIv Iv>~ ~s [<µ[V [µ> + <v[v Iv] µ. µv µ. µ (62) 
The one-electron hamiltonian matrix defined by Equation (54) is 
not hermitian when evaluated by the straightforward use of the above 
approximations. 
and h' µv 
and 
h' µv = 





- Is + iEl <µjvy!v> - ~s [<vJv Jv> + <µjv I >] µvµ = vµ µ' µµ 
These elements are clearly not the same forµfv but must be so as to 
insure real eigenvalues. To avoid the difficulty a new matrix Jh was 
defined and used such that 
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h = ~(h' + h' ) • µv µv vµ (64) 
The new matrix element h is then 
µv 
h µv = 
3 
-~ sµv [rµ +Iv]+~ y~1[<µJvyJv> + <vlvyJµ>] (65) 
- ~ s [cµJv J > + <vJv Jv> + <µJV Jµ> + <vJv Jv>] µv v µ v µ µ 
Forµ or v being 3, I or I in the first term of the right hand side 
µ \) 
is replaced by r3 + (33J33). This approximation was used also by Pohl 
and co-workers (23-26) in their semiempiric calculations. 
The two·electron integrals were reduced to linear sums of one and 
two center coulomb integrals with Mullikan's approximation. For a 
multi-centered integral (µvJAcr) this results in the expression 
The two center coulomb integrals were estimated by the Pople point 
charge approximation (6) as 
(µµJvv) = 1 R µv 
while the one center integrais were taken to be 




according to Pariser's suggestion (81) where Aµ is the valence state 
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electron affinity. 
Values for the ionization potentials and electron affinities used 
in the semi-empiric calculations were obtained from the preprint of the 
paper by Hinze and Jaffe (82) on the negativities of neutral atoms. In 
the cases of F and Cl, it was necessary to estimate the ionization po-
tentials and electron affinities as these values were not given for the 
tetrahedral valence state. The estimations were made following a 
suggestion by Pohl (83) in the following manner. 
The relationships between the valence state state ionization 
potential I and electron affinity A and the ground state values Ig 
v v 
and Ag are (82) 
-
Iv = Ig + p+ - po 
A = Ag+ P - P 
V O 
(69) 
where p+, Po 
' and 
p are respectively the energies necessary to promote 
the positive ion from its groµnd state to the valence state, the 
neutral atom from the ground state to the valence state, and the 
negative ion from the ground state to the valence state. Hinze and 
Jaffe list P+ for F and Cl in the tetrahedral state but not P0 or P~. 
P0 was obtained iy comparing the value given by a graphical extra= 
polation of P+++, P++ and P+ the promotion energy for the tripley 
ionized atom, etc. of the tetrahedral states of highest pairing and 
the value obtained by a similar extrapolation of the P 's of the 
0 
directly preceding elements of the periodic table. An average of 
these was taken as the energy used. ~ analogous extrapolations were 
used to obtain values for P_. The values obtained for P0 and 7 ev 
for F and 5.5 ev for Cl. P_ was estimated to be 2.9 ev for F and 4.0 
ev for Cl. 
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In the split shell calculations, the addition of the hydrogen 2p 
AO made necessary the analytic evaluation of the two coulomb integrals 
(lsHlsHl2pH2pH) and (2pH2pHl2pH2pH). These were calculated to be 
0.328125 and ).19570 with the formulas given by Roothaan (84). For 
consistency within the program, an effective electron affinity was 
obtained from (2pH2pH I 2pH2pH) and the energy of 2pH state and read 
into the computer with the rest of the data a:id the integral then 
computed each time as the other were. 
The core-core repulsion energies were calculated by a modification 
of the method used by Mickish and Pohl (26) in their work on N--H··N, 
0-H •• O, and F-H··F. For a given geometric configuration the core-
core repulsion energies are written as the sum of repulsion energies 
between each·pair of centers, i.e. 
E cc (70) 
v13 was calculated as the coulomb repulsion between two point charges 
using the formal charges assigned to the centers, i.e. 
(71) 
v12 and v23 were constructed to include the effect of the proton 
penetrating the electronic charge clouds shielding the nuclei of 
centers 1 and 3. This was accomplished by assuming that the repulsion 
due to center a experienced by the proton is of the form 
Zeff (R ) 
a a2 
= 
where z~ff has a value between the formal charge assigned to the 
atomis core and the full nuclear charge of the atom. To evaluate 
(72) 
z~ff(R) Mickish and Pohl used the form 
Zeff (R) 
a 
= Zco,re + (ZNuc _ Zcore) ex [-2A, R J 
a a. a P · a· a.2 
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(73) 
where znuc is the total nuclear charge of center a· and A1 is obtained a ~ 
by use of Hennan and Skillman's tables of the potential energy of an 
· electron in the field of an atom (85). A1 was found by picking a a . 
value of the potential, VHS' from the tables for·a distance RHS of 
about .5 au. An effective zHS was determined by 
= VHS ~S 
and a A' by 
ZNuc-_ zcore 
1 1 . [ a · a ] 
- 2 R_ •.. ln · HS . z. core · -irn z -· a · a 
The equilibrium values of RXH that Mickish and Pohl obtained 
using values for the shielding parameter R~ as defined above were 
too large, some by so much as .3 au. To correct this a new A was 
a. 
employed such that 
ZNuc _ S 
A = [ a.; . n-v] A, 
a ZNuc _ S a 
a· n 
where Sn is the Slater shielding constant (73) for center a with n 
(74) 
(75) 
·electrons in the-outer shell and Sn-vis the shielding constant of 
the center when v electrons have been contributed to the bonding MO's. 
The rationale for this device is that the delocalization of the 
bonding·electron from the AO into the MO allows the remaining electrons 
to be pulled in closer to the nucleus since each is subjected to a 
diminished shielding. Equation (75) is an intuitive if not strictly 
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logical way of correcting for this. A sketch of the behavior of the 
two relations for zeff is sketched in Figure"2, The curves are labeled 
Cl ' 
by their respective shielding coefficients. 
This completes the specification of the approximations for the 
RDA0-1 calculations. The experimental values, orbital coefficients, 
and shielding parameters used for integral evaluations· are· shown in 
Table II. 
TABLE II 
PHYSICAL CONSTANTS, ORBITAL EXPONENTS, AND SHIELDING PARAMETERS 
Valence Valence 
State State Screening Screening 
Slater Ionization Electron Parameter Constant 
Valence Orbital Potential Affinity >..'a (Slater) 
State Exponent (a. u.) (a. u.) (a. u.) Sn 
H(lS) 1.000 0.5000 -0.0276 
H(2p) 0.500 0.1250 +0.7070 
N(te2 tetete) 1.950 0.6962 -0.1490 0.9286 3.10 
N(te2 tetete) 1.950 0.5163 -0.1490 1.2999 3.10 
O(te2 te2 tete) 2.275 0.8969 -0.2247 0.9865 3.45 
O(te2 te2 tete) 2.275 0.6879 -0.2247 1. 3266 3.45 
F ( te2 te2 te2 te) 2.600 0.9230 -0.2200 1.0666 3.80 
F(te2 te2 te2 te) 2.600 0.7470 -0.2200 1. 3856 3.80 
P(te2 tetete) 1.600 0.5359 -0.1192 1.1232 10.20 
P(te2 tetete) 1.600 0.4410 -0.1192 1. 2998 10.20 
S(te2 te2 tete) 1.817 0.5701 -0.1754 1.1335 10.55 
S(te2 te2 tete) 1.817 0.5017 -0.1754 1. 2962 10.55 
Cl(te2 te2 te2 te) 2.033 0.5850 -0.1909 1.1331 10.90 
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RDA0-1 CLOSED SHELL CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS 
Calculations of the total energy of the system for several x .. y 
separations for each of twenty-one separate systems X-H •• Y using the 
Roothaan SCF procedure described in Chapter II. For X being N, O, or 
F, Y was taken to be N, O, F, S, and Cl while for X being Cl, Y was 
taken to be N, O, F, and Cl. Additional calculations were made on the 
P-H••P systems and the S-H··S systems. From these, binding energies as 
a function of the X··Y separation, X-H and X··Y equilibrium distances, 
and force constants were obtained as is described in later sections of 
this chapter. 
Computation Details 
The SCF calculations were performed, using a modified version of 
a program originally written by D. J. Mickish (86) in the FORTRAN IV 
language for the IBM 7040 computer. Two subroutines from the Quantum 
Chemistry Program Exchange were used to solve the secular equation of 
the Roothaan procedure. These subroutines were CEIG written by Michels, 
van Dine, and Elliot (87) and GIVENS written by Prosser (88). Both 
subroutiµes·were written for the IBM 7090 computer and had to be.con~ 
verted to double precision accuracy for the IBM System 360 in order 
for them to yield accurate answers for the test data supplied with the 
subroutines. The overlap integrals between AO' s were computed in a . 
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separate subroutine using the fonnulas developed by Mullikan, et. 
al. (77). For any overlap involving an AO with a principal quantwh 
number of 3 it was necessary for this subroutine to also be written 
in doubld precision arithmetic in order for the·answers to check with 
the table of values in reference (77). The convergence criterion. 
employed was that each coefficient varied by less than 0.001 from the 
value of the immediately preceding cycle. If convergence was not 
reached in 30 iterations, R12 was incremented to the next point. A 
calculation on 0-H •• O system allowing a varience of only 0.0001 was 
also made but gave the same energy values to five decimal places •. As 
the ionization potentials used as input parameters were given to only 
four decimal places, the·varience·criterion.of 0.001 was·used in all 
subsequent calculations. 
A s~cond order extrapolation procedure devised by Mickish (86) 
was employed to help speed convergence. This was a parabolic approxi-
mation scheme in which three·points are assumed to lie on a parabola 
and to be equally spaced along the x-axis. 
If y1, t2, and y3 are known and x1-x2=x2-x3-XLi., then using y=y4+ 
b(x•x4)+a(x-x4) 2, y4 is given by 
(7-6) 
Using this form, a three step cycle was used in which the first itera-
tions were simple eigenvector substitutions in which the MO coefficients 
used to begin the iteration were the coefficients obtained from the 
last iteration. For the start·of the third iteration each coefficient 
C, was approximated as 
l.V 
ci<v3)* = 3c~ 3) - 3c< 2) - c<1) 
· 1.v iv iv 
(77) 
where C(n) is the coefficient calculated from the n~l iteration in the iv 
cycle and the starred coefficient is the·extrapolation used for the 
third step in the cycle. 
Using this procedure, the calculation rarely took more than 12 
iterations to converge. The average time taken for each point was 
approximately 1.6 sec. for the IBM 360/50 and 0.5 sec. for the IBM 
360/65. 
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A preliminary calculation·of the potential energy curve of the 
proton in the o~H .. o system was made to test the range of validity of 
the integral approximations. The 0-0 separation was taken to be 5.00 
au and the o~H distance was varied from 1.0 au to 4.0 au in increments 
of 0.25 au. The total energy vs. R12 is plotted in Figure 3 and the 
MO coefficients are given in Table III. 
As seen from Figure: 3, the closed shell description gives a local 
minimum at approximately the experimental equilibrium value of R12 = 
1.91 au but exhibits anamolous behavior or both sides of this minimum. 
The rather percipitous plunge of the curves in the region between 3.0 
and 4.0 au and the leveling out of the curves around R12 = 1 au indi-
cates that the·approximation give good behavior only in the equilibrium 
region of the proton position. This behavior of the energy curves 
renders invalid any search for a double well potential for the proton 
when these approximations are used. 
The wavefunctions also show anamolous behavior in the same regions 
as do the proton potential energies. From Table III it is seen that 
the coefficient c12 of the closed shell function changes sign between 
0-H separations of 1. 5 and 1. 25 au and again between separations of 3. 5 
au and 4.0 au with no convergence of the wave function at all at R12 = 
3.75 au after 30 iterations. The MO 1/J.1 associated with the lowest 
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Figure 3. RDA0-1 SCF Total Energy vs. R12 for 0-H • •O for Extended Range 
of R12 
TABLE III 
SCF ENERGY AND WAVEFUNCTION 
Rl2 E ell Cl2 ell 
1.00 -3.3924 1. 2818 -0.4877 0.0291 
1. 25 -3.4113 1.1421 -0.2310 0.0236 
1.50 -3 .• 4394 0.9737 o. 0165 0.15li6 
1. 75 -3.4613 0.6129 0.1723 0.6395 
2.00 -3.4653 0.2981 0.21175 0.8357 
2.25 -3.4566 0.1739 0.2347 0.8627 
2.50 -3.4405 0.1088 o. 2572 0.8556 
2.75 -3.4195 0.0689 0.2800 0.8349 
3.00 -3.3928 0.04338 0.3041 0.8059 
3.25 -3.3546 0.0274 0.3343 0.7677 
3;50 -3.2920 0.0179 o. 3951 0.7006 
3.75 No Convergence 
4.00 -3.7017 0.0412 -1. 2699 0.4508 
c24 C22 
.0037 - .0053 
-0.0327 -o. 0330 
~0.2223 -0.0692 

























orbital energy has positive coefficients as would be expected only in 
the region of OH separation of 1.5 to 3.5 au. Because of this behqvior 
of the energy attention in subsequent calculations was confined to re-
gions around the experimental value of the proton position. 
RDA0-1 Closed Shell Results 
The lowest total energy of the system and the proton-equilibrium 
position for a fixed X··Y separation were determined by plotting the 
five or six lowest energies obtained from the computer calculations 
against their respective-values of R12• A series of these curves re-
sulted for each fragment X-H· ·Y and are shown in Figures 4r25. Each· 
curve was·. obtained artd a fixed value of R13 and is labeled tilth this value. 
These curves exhibit some general characteristics whi~h are quali-
tatively in accord with experiment. The systems for which the calcula-
tions predict binding show a barely perceptible to a quite noticeable 
increase in the· equilibrium value of the X-H bond length while under-
going H-bonding. The curves for finite values of ~13 except for the 
systems S-H•·S and P-H··P also exhibit a slight to easily perceptible 
flattening around the equilibrium point indicating a decrease in the 
force constant for linear stretching vibrational mode. This is aho 
in accordance with experiment. 
The separation energies of the X-H··Y fragments were calculated 
as the difference between the minimum·energy for infinite separation of 
the X-H fragment and the neutral Y center and the minimum total energy 
of X-H.,Y for each finite value of R13. These binding energies were 
plotted as functions of R13 to obtain the equilibrium energies and x .. y 
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Figure 4. RPA0-1 SCF Energy vs. R12 for N-H 0 •N 
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Figure 7. RDA0-1 SCF ~nergy vs. R12 for N-H··S 
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Figure 8. RPA0-1 SCF Energy vs. R12 for N-H··Cl 
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Figure 11. RDA0-1 SCF Energy vs. R12 for O-H 0 °F 
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Figure 150 RDA0-1 SCF Energy vs. R12 for F-H··O 
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Figure 16. RDA0-1 SCF En~rgy vs. R12 for F-H·•F 
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Figure 17. RDA0-1 SCF Energy vs. R12 for F-H 00 S 
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Figure 19. RDA0-1 SCF Energy vs. R12 for P-H• 0 P 
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Figure 20. RDA0-1 SCF Energy vs. R12 for S-H• 0 S 
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Figure-21. RDA0-1 SCF Energy vs. Rl2 for Cl-H· oN 
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Figure 24, RDA0-1 SCF Energy vs. R12 for Cl-H••Cl 
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R13 for the X-H. ,X homologous series, Figu;re 27 the N-H• •Y series, Figure 
28 the 0-H•,Y series, Figure 29 the F-H··Y series, and Figure 30 the Cl.-
H• ·Y series, A separate graph,, Figure 31, was used for the three systems 
0-H• •N, F~H· •N, and Cl-H• •N as th·ey displayed unexpectedly large energy 
differences. 
The AO coefficients of the wave function for the calculational 
point closest to the equilibrium point for each system is listed in 
Table IV. Table V lists the calculated maximum energies of dissocia-
tion of X-H··Y into X-H+Y along with values from other calculations and 
some experimental values for comparison. Tables VI and VII give the 
equilibrium values obtained for R13 and R12 in each case along with 
values from experiment and other calculations with force constants for 
the X-H stretching vibration in Table VIII. 
Discussion of Results 
The X-H,,X series is the one most readily discussed since more 
experimental data is available than for any of the other series. In 
particular, emphasis will be placed on the data from the hydrogen-bonded 
dimers (NH3) 2, (H20) 2, (FH)z, and (HzS)z as these dimers would corres-
pond most closely to the linear geometry and tetrahedral hybridization 
assumed in these calculations. 
The binding energy curves of the X=H··X series exhibited in Figure 
25 show deeper binding for shorter X,,X separations falling in the 
order F>O>N>Cl as expected from the dimer data in Tables VI a~d VII. 
The maximum calculated dissociation energies are uniformly larger than 
the experimental energies with the associated X··X separations being 
smaller than experimental values. The m&st extreme energy difference 
TABLE IV 
SCF ATOMIC ORBITAL COEFFICIENTS 
X-H y Riz R13 Cll C12 c13-
N-H· ,N 1.94 5.50 0.6546 0.3114 0.3886 
N-H· •O 2.00 5.00 0.1793 0.2289 0.8681 
N-H• ·F 1.95 5.00 0.1140 0.1874 o. 9238 
N-H··S 1.90 7.25 0.7824 0.2948 0.0752 
N-H· .cl 2.00 6.75 o. 7572 0.3228 0.1233 
0-H· •N 2.14 4.75 0.4374 0.3286 0.6100 
0-H· ·O 1.90 5.00 0.3897 0.2005 0.7955 
0-H· •F 1. 95 4.50 0.1352 0.1956 0.8991 
0-H• • S 1. 90 6.25 0.8667 Q.2035 0.0860 
0-H• • Cl 1. 90 5.75 0.8568 0.2059 0:1237 
F-H· •N 2.15 4.50 0.3492 0.3456 0.6503 
F-H· •O 1.95 4.50 0.2217 0.2210 0.8463 
F-H· ,F 1.95 4.50 0.1534 0.1951 O.S-971 
F-H· • S 1.90 6.00 0.8653 0.2226 0.1030 
F-H··Cl 2.00 5.25 0.7891 o. 2525 O.Zo90 
Cl-H· ,N 2.60 6.00 0.3486 0.3650 0.6714 
Cl-H·, 0 2.40 6.00 0.1192 0.2030 0.9203 
Cl-H• •F 2.40 5.50 0.0608 0.1996 o. 9311 




· o. 8064 0.2364 
-0.1388 0.0188 








· o. 8924 0.1498 
0 0,2333 0.0703 
-0.4529 0.0741 
o. 7271 0 .1129 
0.7597 o. 2771 
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a. Reference 89 
b. Reference 60 





3.o - 5.od 
1. 7 - 5. 2e 
1.9 - 7.3e 
1.1 - 5. 6e 
1. 7 - 9.le 
3.0 - 6.0d 
1. 7 - 8.oe 
1.0 - 9.oe 
3.3 - 5.le 
1.0 - 9.0e 
5.0 - 7.0f 
d. Reference 27 
e. Reference 90 

















RDA0-1 SCF EQUILIBRIUM SEPARATION 
Calculated Exp er imen t al 
Equilibrium Average Experimental Other 
X-H~ • Y R13 (a. u.) (a.u.) Dime·r -R13 Work 
N-H· ·N 5.50 5.86a 6.39a 5.24c, 5.33d 
N-H· 0 0 5.03 5.58a 5.35a 
N-H· ·F 4.90 5.25a 5. 20d 
N-H, .s 7.73 6.43b 
N-H· · Cl 6. 75 6,07a 
0-H· ·N 4.68 5.29a 4_99d 
0-H· ·O 4.83 5.09a 5.22a 4.80c, 4.78d 
0-H· ·F 4.50 4.8i 
0-H,,S 6.25 6. 20b 
0-H· · Cl 5.75 5. 82a 
F-H· ·N 4.55 4.67d 
F-H· ·O 4.57 4.56d 
F-H· ·F 4.55 4.6la 4.82a c 4.59, 4.5i 
F-H· • S 6.05 
F-H· •Cl 5.50 
Cl-H· · N 5.75 
Cl-H· •O 5.95 
Cl-H· · F 5.65 
Cl-H··Cl 6. 76 
a. Reference 27 c. Reference 60 
b. Reference 93 d. Reference 63 
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TABLE VII 
RDA0-1 SCF X-H BOND LENGTHS 
Calculated 
Equilibrium Experimental Equilibrium Experimental 
R12 (a.u.) R12 (a. u.) R12 (a.u.) R1 2 (a.u.) 
X-H· .y No H-Bond No H-Bond H-Bond H-Bond 
N-H· ·N 1.94 1. 91a 2.02 1. 92b 
N-H· •O 1.94 1. 94 1.96 - 2.04b 
N-H •• F 1.94 1. 95 1.94b 
N-H· ·S 1.94 1.94 
N-H •• Cl 1.94 1.95 l.94b 
0-H· ·N 1.87 l.81a 2.15 
0-H· •O 1.87 1.94 1.91 
0-H· ·F 1.87 1.93 
0-H· ·S 1.87 1. 91 
0-H• • Cl 1.87 1.94 
F-H· •N 1.90 1. 73a 2.12 
F-H· ·O 1.90 1. 96 
F-H· •F 1.90 1. 96 1.89a 
F-H· •S 1.90 1. 95 
F-H· ·Cl 1.90 1.98 
Cl-H· •N 2.41 2.41 a 2.59 
Cl-H· 0 0 2.41 2.44 
Cl-H· • F 2.40 2.44 
Cl-H •• cl 2.42 2.45 
a. Reference 92 
b. Reference 27, Tables 9-IV and 9-V 
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TABLE VIII 
RDA0-1 SCF FORCE CONSTANTS AND RATIOS 
Calculated Experimental 
Force qonstant kx-H Force Constant 
(105 dyne/cm) (105 dyne/cm) 
X-H· ·Y No H-Bond No H-Bond 
N-H· •N 3.73 6.la 
N-H· ·O 3.88 
N-H· ·F 3.88 
N-H· · S 3.42 
N-H .• cl 3.58 
0-H· •N 4.66 7.7a 
0-H· 0 0 4.28 
0-H· ·F 4.35 
0-H· ·S 4.13 
0-H· .cl 4.35 
F-H· 0 N 6.22 9.65a 
F-H· .o 6.22 
F-H· ·F 6.22 
F-H· · S 5. 91 
F-H· · Cl 5.91 
Cl-H· • N 2.95 5.16a 
Cl-H· •O 3.11 
Cl-H· •F 3.11 
Cl-H· · Cl 3.27 
a. Calculated from data in Reference 95 
Calculated 
Force Ration 
Constant kX-H··Y of 










































was 2.1 ~cal/mole for the F-H··F system. The equilibrium X··X separa-
tions are within 10% of the experimental values for O and F and within 
15% for N. No binding at all was obtained for S-H··S and P-H··P with 
the SCF wavefunction but this was corrected by using the split shell 
function as discussed later. 
The other series X-H··Y for the most part show greater binding at 
shorter X· ·Y equilibrium separations in the order Y = F > 0,;::? Cl;:> S 
for X being N, O, F, or Cl. These series are shown in Figures 25.,....30, 
The experimental ranges of energies taken from Murthy and Rao do·. not 
really admit any detailed comparisons since they overlap to a. ve_r:y large 
extent and each range is for a wide variety of compounds. 
The binding energy curves of the X-H··N series(Figure 30) for X = 
0, F, Cl give maximum dissociation energies much larger than would seem 
to be reasonable. Comparison with Kollman and Allen's CNDO mixed dimer 
calculations also is unfavorable, the RDA0-1 values for the binding 
energies being over twice as large as the CNDO values for the 0-H··N and 
F-H··N systems. There is, however, qualitative agreement with Kollman 
and Allen's results in that the system 0-H··N is predicted to have much 
stronger bonding than the N-H··O system and to be more strongly bound 
than the 0-H··O system. 
Table VI lists the equilibrium X··Y separations for all the systems 
considered. Also included are averages of experimental values, the 
experimental values for the dimers and values obtained by Hoyland and 
Kier and Kollman and Allen from CNDO calculations. All of the experi-
mental averages are from Table 9 - XXVI of Pimentel and McClellen 
except for the N-H·•S and 0-H··S systems which are given by Strinivasan 
and Chacko (93). 
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Figure 27. RDA0-1 SCF Binding Energies vs. R13 for 0-H •• Y Systems 
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Figure 28. RDA0-1 SCF Binding Energies vs. R13 for F-H • a_Y Systems 
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Figure 30, RDAO~l SCF Binding En~rgies vs. R13 for X-H••N Systems 
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The equilibrium values of R13 are for the most part in good agree-
ment with the· experimental averages· all being within 'vlQ% of these 
values except for the N-H··S ahd 0-H··N systems. The N~H·•S system has 
a length 20% longer than that predicted by the experimental average 
while the 0-H··N system has a length 13% shorter. The N-H·•Y sequence 
follows the experimental trends but the Q!•N and 0··0 separations are 
reversed in 0-H••Y sequence. Again X•·X distances follow the trend of 
the dimer data but are shorter. 
In comparison with the CNDP values, the RDA0-1 values are almost 
the same for the 0-H··O and F-H··F systems. There is a discrepency of 
0.26 au for the N-H··N system in comparison with Kollman and Allen's 
value and 0.17 au with Hoyland and Kier's value, the RDA0-1 value being 
larger in both cases. It is to be noted also that the CNDO results 
order the lengths of the 0-H••N and 0-H··O systems and the lengths of 
the F-H··N and F-H•·O systems opposite to the RDA0-1 order. 
The X-H equilibrium are also in good agreement with experimental 
results both when hydrogen bonding is assumed and when the X-H system 
is isolated. Except for the case of F-H··X systems, the calculated are 
within 3% of experimental values. The F-H values are within 10% of 
experiment. Each system displays a stretching of the X-H distance when 
H-bonding is present, the X-H••N having the largest stretch in each 
series. 
The decrease in the IR stretching frequency vs of the proton is 
a very prominent feature of hydrogen bonding. Pimentel and McClellen 
state that the decrease ~v8 is of the order of 10% in many systems. 
This means that the corresponding force constants k would be decreased 
by about 20%. The force constants for the vibrational male of the 
81 
proton are given in Table VIII along with the ratio kx-H •• y/kx-H. 
The force constants for case of no hydrogen bonding are all within 
50% of the values calculated from the diatomic data contained in the 
book by Herzberg and are sequenced in the · experimental order F 707 N > 
Cl. 
The ratios of force constants clearly illustrates the decrease of 
the stretching frequency as each ratio is less than unity. This is in 
contrast to the results of KollmanandAllen·whose CNDO results pre-
dicted a slight increase for the HF dimer. The ma;; t· marked predicted 
decreases by the. RDA0-1 method is for the X-H· ·N series where the ratios 
range from 0.45 to 0.62 in the order F<. O<Cl< N. 
CHAPTER IV 
RDA0-1 SPLIT SHELL CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS 
A program to perfonn the split shell calculationsusing the formu-
lation derived in Chapter II was written for the IBM 360/50 and 360/65 
co~puters in the Fortran IV language. As in the closed shell case the 
AO overlap subroutine, and the subroutines CIEG ·. and GIVENS employed 
double precision arithmetic. The input parameters used for integral 
evaluations are given in Table II. The program took about 34 seconds 
to complete a calculation for a single point on the IBM 360/50 and about 
9 seconds for the IBM 360/65. 
As was done for the closed shell calculation, the total energy for 
the 0-H··O system was calculated over an extended range of R12 for an 
O•·O separation of 5.00 au. The resulting energy vs. R12 is given in 
Figure 31.and the waveft.mction'coefficients'in Table IX. 
The results for this extended range calculation reflect the 
anamolous behavior found in the corresponding SCF calculation in 
Chapter III. A local minimum in the total energy is found near the 
·experimental value o! the 0-H distance but showing a flattening at R12 
c, 1. 25 au and sudden decrease at R12 c, 3. 50 au. Again, the coefficients 
of the four VB functions which are most important at 2.0 au, namely b2, 
Q4, b7 , and b12 show a sudden and very drastic decrease in absolute 
magnitude in the region 3.25-3.50 au. The coefficients b16 and b18 
show an equally dramatic increase in the same region but are small at 
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Figure 31. RDA0-1 Split Shell Total Energy vs. R12 for 0-H· •O for 
Extended Range of R12 
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TABLE IX 
SPLIT SHELL WAVEFUNCTION AND TOTAL ENERGY 
R12 1.00 1. 25 1.50 1. 75 2.00 2.25 2.50 2.75 3.00 3.25 3.50 3.75 4.00 
E -3.4076 -3.4165 -3.4430 -3.4636 -3.4681 -3.4603 -3.4449 -3.4242 -3.3990 -3.3764 -3.7174 -4.5895 -6.1440 
bl -0.0010 -0.0010 -0.0011 0.0013 0,0057 0.0134 0.0259 -0.0460 -0.0778 -0.1130 -0.0079 -0.0016 -0.0067 
b2 -0.0208 0.0536 0.1187 0,1735 0.2260 0.2777 0.3252 -0.3601 -0.3676 -0:2959 0.0056 -0.0002 0.0050 
b3 0.0015 0.0053 0.0074 0.0082 0,0084 0.0083 0.0078 -0.0071 -0.0060 -0.0055 o •. 0164 -0.0040 0.0089 
b4 1.6843 1. 3235 0.9985 0.8100 o. 7129 0.6618 0.6321 -o. 6107 -0.5876 -0.5078 0.0086 -0.0002 -0.0009 
b5 0.1323 0.0929 0.0585 0.0384 0.0293 0.0269 0.0279 -0.0298 -0.0294- -0.0164 -0.0063 -0.0010 -0.0036 
b6 -0.0000 -0.0007 -0.0010 -0.0010 -0.0008 -0.0004 -0.0001 -0.0001 0.0000 0.0010 -0.0047 0.0014 -0.0028 
b7 -0.0144 -0.0211 -0.0457 -0.0731 -0.1014 -0.1291 -0.1530 0.1697 0.1782 0.1650 -0.0019 --0.0001 -0.0077 
bs -0.0021 0.0023 0.0024 0.0028 0.0039 -0.0066 0.0127 -o. 0271 -0.0681 -0.2814 0,1527 0.0760 0.2226 
b9 0.2458 0.1092 0.0425 0.0145 0.0043 0.0009 -0.0003 0.0009 0.0013 0.0018 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0020 
b10 -0.0524 -0.0407 -0.0350 -0.0259 -0.0175 -0.0107 -0.0056 0.0029 0.0037 0.0137 0.0315 0.0061 0.1189 
b11 0.0022 0.0002 0.0005 0.0004 0.0005 0.0008 0.0012 -0,0023 -0.0072 -0.1034 1.0501 -1.4478 -1. 7282 
b12 -1. 2829 -0.5861 -0.0556 0.2284 0.3638 0.4173 0.4197 -0.3866 -0.3296 -0.2376 0.0023 0.0000 -0.0031 
b13 0.1278 0.0105 -0.0336 -0.0425 -0.0396 -0,0319 -0.0217 0.0096 -0.0065 -0.0560 0.0207 0.0091 0.0328 
b14 -0.0500 -0.0044 0.0022 -0.0050 -0.0131 -0.0188 -0.0213 0.0210 0.0183 0.0122 0.0047 0.0026 0.0463 
b15 0.0025 0.0002 0.0004 0,0007 0.0005 0.0001 -0.0005 0.0013 0.0002 0.0027 0.0376 -0.1245 -0. 2627 
b16 0.0024 0,0032 0.0025 0.0027 0.0029 0.0031 0.0034 -0.0043 -0.0077 -0.0584 0.2644 -0.0081 0.1362 
b17 -0.0048 -0.0012 0.0009 0,0020 0.0028 0.0036 0.0042 -0,0045 -0.0049 -0.0129 0.0025 -0.0075 -0.0539 
bis 0,0008 0.0013 0.0017 0,0017 0,0015 0.0010 0.0004 0.0003 0.0008 0.0629 -0.2981 0.8243 1.3465 
b19 -0.0038 -0.0016 -0.0015 -0,0013 0.0001 0.0041 0.0116 -0.0242 -0.0457 -0.0993 0.0222 -0.0315 -0.0900 




around 2.0 au. On the other side of the equilibrium region b4 and b12 
show marked decreases in absolute magnitude when the 0-H separation is 
increased from 1.0 au to 1.25 au. Similar split shell calculations for 
0-H··N, N-H··O, and N-H··N for R13 taken to be 5.25 au, 5.25 au and 
5.50 au respectively gave qualitatively the same behavior. 
In view of this behavior of energy and wave functiop at both 
large and small X-H separations, attention was confined to the region 
around experimental R12 values as in the SCF calculations. 
RDA0-1 Split Shell Results 
Calculations were performed on the X-H,,X systems where X was 
taken to be N, O, F, P, Sand Cl. The parameters used for the integral 
evaluations were the same as for the closed shell calculations and are 
listed in Table II. As with the SCF closed shell computations, the 
potential energy for the motion of the proton around the equilibrium 
separation was calculated for several finite X··X separations and for 
an infinite separation. The resulting energy curves for each X-H··X 
system are shown in Figures 3.2:-37. The binding energies as functions of 
the X· · X separations are shown in Figure 38 ·with the equilibrium values 
of the binding energy, R12 , R13 and the force constants derived from 
the energy curves given in Table X. The coefficients for the wave 
functions at the X-H··X configuration computational point closest to 
the equilibrium configuration is given in Table XI. 
Figures 32-37 clearly predict that hydrogen bonding takes place for 
all the X-H··X systems with a lengthening of the X-H separation for 
X = N, 0, F, and Cl. A broadening of the energy curves is observed 
for values of R13 near che equilibrium value for all the systems. 
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TABLE X 
RDA0-1 SPLIT SHELL RESULTS 
X-H· •X N-H· ·N 0-H· ·O F-H· ·F P-H· .p S-H .• s Cl;.;.H. 0 Gl 
Calculated 
- E(kcal/mole) 7.2 7.7 9.9 0.6 1. 2 2.5 
Experimental 
5.0b 6.8b 1. 7C - E(kcal/mole) 4.5a --- --·-
Calculated 
R13 (a.u.) 5.40 4.87 4.54 9.00 7.87 6.68 
Experimental 
6.39b 5. 22b 4.82b 7.28f R13 (a.u.) --- ---
Calculated 
R12(a.u.), No H-Bond 1.95 1. 90 1.92 2.44 2.44 2.46 
Experimental 
1.91d l.8ld 1. 73d 2.68d 2.50d 2.4ld R12(a.u.), No H-Bond 
Calculated 
R12(a.u.), H-Bond 2.04 1. 95 1.96 2.38 2.42 2.48 
Experimental 
l.92b 1.91d l.89d R12 (a.u.), H-Bond ---· --- ---· 
Calculated Force 
Constant (105dyne/ cm) 
No H-Bond 3.8 4.4 4.7 0.8 1. 7 2.5 
Experimental Force 
Constant (105dyne/cm) 
6.le 9.7e No H-Bond 7.7e --- 4.14g 5.2e 
Calculated Force 
Constant (105dyne/cm) 
H-Bond 1. 7 3.0 3.8 --- 1.6 2.1 
Ratio of Force 
Constants 0.61 0.68 0.81 --- 0.94 0.84 
" 
a. Reference 89 e. Calculated from data in Reference 95 
b. Reference 27 f. Reference 94 
c. Reference 96 g. Reference 62 
d. Reference 92 
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TABLE XI 
RDA0-1 SPLIT SHELL COEFFICIENTS 
X-H• •Y N-H· ·N 0-H· •O F-H; .F P-H· .p S-H· • S Cl-H, • Cl 
Rl2 2.00 1.90 2.00 2.40 2.40 2.50 
R13 5.50 4.75 4.50 9.00 8.00 6.75 
bl 0.0099 0.0062 0.0120 -0.0006 -0.0074 0.0048 
b2 0.2328 o. 2259 0.2499 -0.0662 -0.1031 0.2238 
b3 0.0109 0.0083 0.0055 -0.0055 -0.0095 0.0187 
b4 0.5901 0.7431 0.7083 -0.3804 -0.5230 0.5473 
bs 0.0236 0.0371 0.0191 -0. 0711 -0.0823 0.0765 
b6 -0.0026 -0.0005 -0.0004 -0.0036 -0.0030 o. 0021 
b7 -0.1397 -0.1027 -0.1212 0.0290 -0.0398 -0.1009 
b8 0.0098 0.0051 0.0078 0.0022 0.0029 -0.0038 
b9 0.0590 o. 0371 0.0098 -0.1149 -0.0936 0.0689 
blO -0.0681 -0.0195 -0.0146 0.0257 0.0196 -0.0189 
bu 0.0072 0.0010 o. 0013 -0.0000 -0.0001 0.0013 
h12 0.4220 0.2954 0.3631 -o. 6477 -0.5506 0.5450 
b13 -0.0236 -0.0392 -0.0280 0.0338 0.0649 -0.0698 
b14 -0.0034 -0.0089 -0.0105 0.0312 0.0426 -0.0330 
b15 o·. 0009 0.0006 0.0003 -0.0007 -0.0023 0.0024 
b16 0.0055 0.0026 0.0025 -0.0077 0.0053 -0.0011 
b17 0.0032 o. 0026 0.0025 ··0.0048 -0.0079 0.0084 
bl8 0.0099 0.0017 0.0015 -0.0021 -0.0028 0.0044 
b19 0.0043 0.0011 0.0047 0.0027 0.0067 -0.0089 
h20 -0.0278 -0.0155 -0.0194 -0.0085 -0.0131 -0.0107 
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Figure 34, . RDA0-1 Split Shell Total Energy vs, R12 for F-H 0 "F 
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The maximum b.inding·energies·are sequenced in the·order F ~O :> 
N > Cl? S > P falling in the same order as the SCF and experimental 
dimer energies. The stabilization·energies by the split method are 
about 1 kcal/mole higher than those given by·the SCF method even to 
the extent of predicting binding for the P-H··P and S-H •• S systems. The 
S-H··S stabilization energy agrees·very well with the energy obtained 
experimentally by Lowder, et. al. (96) for the (H2s) 2 dimer. The split 
shell results for S-H• • S also contrast very well with the CNDP calcula-
fions of Sabin (61) on the linear (H2s) 2 dimer which gave· a stabiliza-
tion energy of 21.6 kcal/mole for an s-s separation of 5.67 au and 5.86 
au. The x ... x separations are within 10% of the experimental dimer values 
except for the case of N-H··N where the split shell RDA0-1 is within 
10% of the experimental average of 5.86 au. In comparison to the SCF 
results, the split shell results for R13 are all within 2% of tne SC'F 
results and all except the 0-0 separation are shorter. 
The calculated X-H separations corresponding to the "monomers" are 
uniformally 1,arger than the SCF results with the largest changes, those 
I 
for the Cl-Hand 0-H systems, being only about 2% and 1.6% respectively. 
This is in accord with the results of Harris and Pohl (24) in comparing 
SCF and split shell calculations on the hydrogen halides. Again, all 
the experimental values are within 10% of the calculated values. 
The split shell results for equilibrimn X-H separations in the 
case of H-bonding are all slightly larger than the SCF results except 
for F-H••F where there is no change. Comparison with experimental data 
yields agreement within 5% for N, 0 and F. Somewhat surprising is the 
prediction of the contractions of the P-H and S-H lengths of 0.06 au 
and 0.02 au upon H-bond fonnation. Since there seems to be no experi-
R1:3CA.U.) 
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mental data with which to compare it is not known whether this contrac-
tion actually occurs. 
The force constants for the X-H vibration are all smaller than the 
SCF values but still follow the experimental trend of ks-H C:: kcl-H <.. 
kN-H < ko-H -c::. kF-H with the force constants of the H-bonded systems 
showing the same trend. The ratios are·a different sequence than are 
the SCF values following in the N <.. 0 <. F ~Cl< S whereas the SCF 
ratios are i.n the order N < F < 0 <. Cl. Further the split shell values 
are all smaller than the corresponding SCF values. 
CHAPTER V 
RDA0-2 CALCULATION ON FR 
As a first attempt to formulate an analytical version of the RDAO 
method as applied to FR, the device of Weissmann and Cohan (44) of 
considering the valence shell electrons as static charge distributions 
was adopted. Tetrahedral hybridization of the flourine valence shell 
Slater AO's were assumed with two·electrons assumed to be occupying 
each of the three AO's not involved in the bond. The ls orbital was 
assumed for the R center. Figure 39 gives the configuration of the two 
nucleii AO's and coordinate system with R being the internuclear co-
ordinate. 
The hamiltonian operator for the two bonding electrons 
2 
@ = E [-~Vi + Vf(i) + VH(i)] + _L 
i=l . ri2 
is then, 
(78) 





The potential operators V and VH are 
F 
= - 7 + 6[! 
2te <2) 2te (Z) 
2 2 d-r2] 
ri2 




where RFi is the distance of electron i from the F core, RHi is the 
distance of electron i from the H core, and ri2 id distance of electron 









A closed shell wave function was assumed for the bonding·electrons 
(81) 






The total energy of the system ata particular·value of R than is 
E = I: + I - 6. < X I-#- IX > 
3· ~i . 3 (85) 
where is the-electronic energy and 
(86) 
A small FORTRAN IV program for this problem was written for this 
problem using the Roothaan SCF formulation described in Chapter II. 
The analytic values for the integrals involved were evaluated by the 
DIAT supplied by the Quantum Chemistry Program Exchange (97). 
The resultsof this calculation are summarized in Table XII which 
· Lists the AO coefficients and energies and by Figure 40· whic~·_gives· the 
total energy as a function of R. The model fails badly on two counts. 
The equilibrium R value of 1.47 au is much too small compared to the 
experimental value of 1.72 au. Also the biriding energy when calculated 
as the-difference between the·energy of the·separated atoms and the 
minimum total energy gives a value of 354 kcal/mol. as against an 
experimental value of 141 kcal/mole. These results are consistent 
with results of Weissmann and Coh~nn on the 0-H •• O system where they 
also obtained very short equilibrium bond lengths and high binding 
energies. Because of the failure of the method in this problem no 




RDA0-2 TOTAL ENERt;IES AND MO COEFFICIENTS FOR F-H 
R(au) E(au) C1 C2 
1. 2 -1. 9897 0.6089 0.5024 
1.3 -2.0481 o. 6119 0.5058 
1.4 -2.0732 0.6155 0.5096 
1.5 -2.0762 0.6198 0.5135 
1.6 -2. 0643 o. 6251 0.5171 
1. 7 -2. 0424 0.6311 0.5206 
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A technique for solving.the Schroedinger equation for sigma e-
lectron systems was described and applied to hydrogen bonding between 
neutral molecule.s. The technique (known as the RDAO method) explicitly 
treats only those electrons assumed to be taking part in tq~ bop4tng 
and neglects no integral in which these electrons are involved. This 
is in contrast to recent trends in methods for which all of the valence 
shell electrons are considered but neglect all exchange integrals or 
all but one center exchange integrals. A version utilizing semi-empiric 
evaluation of integrals (RPA0-1) and an analytic version (RDA0-2) were 
developed and applied, RDA0-1 to systems containing elements of the 
second and third rows of the periodic table and RDA0-2 to the molecule 
HF. 
When applied to linear X-H··Y systems using an SCF closed shell 
wave function the RDA0-1 scheme yielded very good correlatt9ns with 
experiment for the binding energies, X-H bond lengths, X-H bond length 
shifts when bonding was assumed, x. · Y bond lengths, X-H vibrational 
force constants, and qualitative weakening of this force constants under 
bonding conditions. The binding energies were generally within a few 
kcal/mol. of the experimental values and exhibited the correct experi-
mental sequencing within homologous series. The results for the bond 
lengths and force constants also correlated well with experimental 
W4 
values and trends. Exception to these generally good results were 
systems in the series X-H··N for which disturbingly high binding ener-
gies at very short X··N distances were obtained. Also no p~ediction 
of binding was obtained for the P-H··P and S-H .• s systems. · 
The application of the RDA0-1 method using a split shell wave 
function to linear X-H··X systems in general yielded binding energies 
which were slightly higher than those obtained in the closed shell 
calculations but again were sequenced in the correct experimental order. 
The prediction of bonding for the P-H··P and S-~··S systems was obtained 
in these calculations. X-H bond lengths were slightly larg~r than those 
obtained with the closed shell function, X··X bond lengths slightly 
smaller, and the X-H force constants smaller. 
The RDA0-2 method assumed that the valence shell electrons on the 
F core considered to be not involved in the bonding were static charge 
distributions centered on the F core. A closed shell SCF calculation 
on the FH bond using analytic values for the integrals involved yielded 
a binding energy about three times the experimental value at a very 
short bonding distance. 
The semiempirical results were obtained without any arbitrary 
adjustment of the parameters used in the evaluation of integrals. The 
good agreement of c~lcul~ted properties with experimental values indi-
cates that the integral approximations used fonn a good description of 
the molecular system in regions around the experimental separations. 
In regions of close approach these approximations break down. Better 
agreement with experiment could probably be achieved by a slightly 
different set of parqmeters. In particular, the parameters used to 
describe the lone pair of electrons on the nitrogen core seem to be 
105 
incorrect. 
The use of a split shell wave function as formulated here would 
seem to be limited to systems with small numbers of electrons. The 
increase in the number of AO's necessary to provide a different MO for 
each electron leads to a tremendous increase in the number of basis 
VB functions with a consequent increase in programing labor and computer 
time. The problem would grow to unwieldy proportions for practical 
considerations for systems with more than four electrons. 
One other facet of the RDA0-1 method which deserve&, cp~ent li.s 
that unlike most of the methods described in Chapter I it is inde-. 
pendent of quantities such as .the Wolfsberg-Helmholz parimeteJ:? · 13.nd 
parameters which depend upon the identity of atom pairs. A. single core 
is described throughout the problem by a single set of parameters. 
The RDA0-1 method thus has much less arbitrariness associated with it 
than do other methods. 
In conclusion, the success of the RDA0-1 method in this study 
warrants its application to other systems in which a sigma electron 
system is involved. ~he RDA0-2 method on the other hand requires con-
siderably more development before it can be considered to have any 
degree of reliability. 
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APPENDIX A 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE SPIN FUNCTIONS 
The spin functions for the system o~ four electrons can be con-,. 
sttucted using the projection operator technique of Lowdin (74). An 
operator is defined which, when applied to a general spin function, 
projects out the desired component associated with a particular total 
spin quantum number S and its z-component Ms. If® is the general func-
tion where 
@• I @s M 
si,Msi i si 
and@ S M is the spin eigenfunction associated 
1, i 
with the spin quantum 
numbers s1 and Mg1 , then an operator Os,Ms is constructed such that 
0sMs®=®s' M s . 
The general form of the operator O in the case S = Ms is derived 
S,Ms 
in reference 75 to be 
SMax-s 
o8s ... (2s+1) ! I (-1)" , M" ~ 
v=o v ! (2S+v+l) ! 
where 8Max is the maximum value of S for the system and M_ and M+ are 
the usual "step-up" and "step-down" (75) operators with the properties 
M+_ (H)M = [(S + M )(S ± M + 1)]~®., s s s s s M 
s±l. (A-1) 
For the case of interest here, S =Ms= 0 and the operator 000 can 
be written explicitly as 
0 = 1 - ~MM + 1/12 M2M2 
00 - + - + (A-2) 
, , , 
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The basis set GOnsists of all linearly independent products of the four 
single pa"rticle spin functions a and 8 for which Ms= O. There are six 
of these products which, listed in lexocographic order, are 
\'i = a.a.SS 
\)2 = at3 cxS 
\) = ctSSa. 
3 
\)4 = Sa.a.8 
\)5 = ScxSa. 
\)6 = 88 Cl.Cl. 
(A-3) 
• There will be six projected functions 
® . = 0 \)2 1 00 
for which S = M = 0, but only two of these will be linearly independent 
as seen from the following argument (76). Considering the spin functions 
a.a.cxS, acxSa, cxSaa, and Sa.a.a, it is clear that they have no S = 0 com-
ponent since M = 1 for each function. Therefore, neither do the func-
s 
tions M_aaat3, M_aaSa, M_a8aa., and M_Sa.aa since the "step down" operator 
changes only the Ms value associated with the spin function. Applying 
the operator 000 to these four functions and using the relations 
M± = M±(l) + M±(2) + M±(3) + M±(4) 
and 
M+ (i)a.(i) = 0 M_ (i)a. (i) = 13 (i) 
M+ (i)S (i) = a.(i) M _ (i)S (i) = 0 
four relations among the functions (A-3) are obtained, 
®1 +@2 +@4 = O 




@4 +@s +@6 = 0 
As an example, 
Ma.a.a$= M_(l)a.aa.S + M_(2)a.aa.S + M_(3)a.a.af3 + M_(4)(aaa.S 
= B aaB + a.S a.S + ace B + 0 , 
Therefore, 
O M aactS "" O B a.aB + O aSaS + 0 a.a.SS 
00 - 00 00 00 
The other three relations following a similar manner. These four 
relations may also be solved as 
® 1 = ® 6' ® 2 = ® 5' @ 3 = ® 4' and 
®1 +®2 +@3 +@4 +®s_ +@6 = o. 
Only two of these functions need therefore to explicitly be con-
structed and the ones chosen were® 1 and~. The construction@ 1 
is shown below using equations (A-2), (A-4) and (A-5). 






M_M+a.a.BB = Sa.a.S + a.Sa.S + 2a.a.SS +Ba.Ba.+ a.SS Cl. 
2 
M_M+a.a.SS = 2(Sa.a.a. + a.S.a.a. + a.a.Sa. + a.a.a.S) (A-7) 
2 2 
M_M+ a.a.SS= 4(a.c43S + SSa.a. + a.Ba.B +Sa.Sa.+ a.SSa. + Sa.a.S). 
(A-8) 
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For@ 1 , then, 
@ 1 "" 0 v • 0 ctaBB ""' [1 - ~· M_M+ + 1/12 M:M+2J cta8f3. 00 00 
Solving, 
@ 1 = 1/3[aaBf3 +SSaa] - l/6[aBa8 +SaBa+ "3f3a +SaaB]. 
The second spin function can be constructed similarly to be 
@ 2 = O ctBctB = 1/3[aBc43 + BaBa] - 1/6 [aaBS + BB act+ aBBa + BaaB]. 00 
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